Cross Collateralisation (aka Co-Secured) or Stand Alone?
As property investors, we’re all told by our peers or advisers that we should not cross collateralise our investment properties. In this
article I will tell you why this is so by pointing out some of the pitfalls involved with this strategy.
Firstly, what is Cross Collateralisation? It is when more than one property is used as security to support a loan. For example (see
diagram below) let’s say your home is worth $400K with a mortgage of $200K and you wish to purchase an investment property
valued at $400K (requiring new lending of $420K to cover the purchase costs).
Most banks would prefer the structure on the left (Co-Secured) to that on the right (Stand Alone). Obviously a lender would not
give you a loan of $420K against a property worth $400K as this would be an LVR (Loan to Value Ratio) of 105%! The highest any
lender will go these days is 95% with LMI
(Lenders Mortgage Insurance) or 80% without LMI. Co-securing the new property together with the home gives an overall LVR of
77.5%; this is quite acceptable for any lender.
The Stand Alone version on the right gives the same result in terms of loan amounts by adding an extra loan against the home to
supplement the new investment loan. The LVR on the home ends up at 75% and for the investment property, 80%… again
acceptable to any lender. You still end up with tax deductible lending of $420K as the loans are all separate.

So why does a lender want to tie all your assets together when the outcome in a Stand Alone structure is the same? Believe it or
not, some bankers (and even mortgage brokers!) do it out of laziness, as it is a little less work to co-secure rather than stand
alone. The main reason though is that in the event that anything went wrong, they would have the power to control all your
assets to redeem the debt owed, but more on that later.
The second reason is that when they co secure all your assets, you are going to remain a customer of theirs for the long term
(probably a lifetime). Most people don’t want to incur switching costs and so remain with the same lender forever. The real
problems occur further down the track when your portfolio is gaining momentum and the bank loses confidence or the market
changes. With your portfolio moving beyond four properties or so, expect this to be an area of concern if your lender doesn’t
support your next purchase.
You’ll find it an expensive and time consuming exercise to unravel their claws and move to another lender that’s more
supportive. If you like, imagine that the red lines in the images above are arteries carrying blood. You can’t simply sever an
artery and go on your way; it would most likely require some form of surgery!

The Pitfalls of Co-Securing Properties
LMI will cost more…
Let’s assume you wish to maximize your gearing by lending over 80% LVR and thus incur LMI costs. As illustrated below, the
scenario on the left is a Co-Secured approach with an LVR of 84% (total borrowing $670K / total security $800K), so the LMI is
calculated on the total borrowings ($7,300). In the Stand Alone scenario on the right, we have kept the LVR against the home at
80% (no LMI) and borrowed 88% against the investment property resulting in the LMI premium costing only $4,300. This is a
considerable saving with the same objectives being met.

Loan Top Ups…
Down the track, as part of a sound investment strategy, you may wish to access capital growth equity gained in your property to
use as a deposit to purchase your next investment property. The issue with co-secured properties is that they are all interdependant on one another. What this means is that when the bank values one property to confirm the equity to release, they
must value all of the properties that are linked.
What does this mean in real terms? Firstly it means extra fees due to more than one valuation being required. More importantly
though, any non-performing properties in your portfolio will drag down your overall capital growth. Using the above example,
let’s say that the investment property was now worth $500K (an increase of $100K) yet the value of your home decreased by
$50K, resulting in a net value increase of only $50K.
Instead of being able to borrow 80% against the $100K increase ($80K), the bank will only lend against the net increase of $50K,
i.e. $40K. Even if your portfolio was performing well in all areas, can you imagine the ramifications with a large portfolio being
co-secured? Think of the time delays
(getting valuations done on tenanted properties are not always easy or fast) and costs of having 5 properties valued to tap into
one property’s equity.

Borrowing Capacity…
When properties are co-secured it means they are also with the one lender. This can decrease your borrowing capacity
significantly, as a lender will ‘sensitise’ the interest rate used to calculate your borrowing capacity. What does this mean? Let’s
say the current interest rate is 7%. The bank may use an assessment rate of 8.5% when calculating how much they will lend (the
amount added to the rate as a buffer varies between lenders).
That’s all well and good but if all of your lending is with the one bank they will sensitise all of your existing loans including the
new one being applied for. This can have a massive effect on your capacity especially if you have a number of mortgaged
properties. A new lender, by comparison, will use the actual repayments you have in place with the other financial institutions
and not sensitise them.

Control of Funds…
The final pitfall I want to point out is that when properties are co-secured, the bank can and generally will control the funding
should you choose to sell one of your properties. The best way to explain this is by sharing two stories that actually happened to
people who have since become clients of mine. The first couple owned three properties, all co-secured with the bank. They
decided to sell one to invest into a business and chose a property that had $100K in equity; in other words netted $400K from
the sale and owed $300K on their mortgage. Settlement time came and the bank informed them that they would not be
releasing the $100K to the clients as they (the bank) wanted to use the funds to lower the remaining loans and thereby reduce
their overall exposure. Instead, we refinanced their remaining properties to stand alone and successfully negotiated with the
bank to release their $100K to finance their business venture.
The second couple were building two houses: one to sell as a spec home and the other to hold and rent out long term. They
borrowed 95% LVR and specifically asked that the properties were not co-secured and done as two separate facilities. The time
came to sell one of the properties which they did successfully, planning to use the remaining proceeds from the sale toward
another project. They were instead informed by the
bank that they would be withholding the money to reduce their other loan. This couple was obviously furious, as the LMI paid at
the start in order
to borrow 95% was paid in vain, given the LVR would have been significantly reduced with the injection of funds. Fortunately I
was able to intervene on their behalf and ensure the funds from the sale were released to the clients, leaving the remaining loan
to stand in its original state.

In Summary…
It is absolutely essential that you consult with an adviser who is experienced with structuring investor finance so that you not
only grow and maximise your portfolio, but also remain protected from the various pitfalls that exist.

Property Investor and their contributing authors have made every effort to ensure that the information is free from error, neither
Property Investor nor its contributing authors make any representation or warranty as to the completeness or accuracy. Readers
must decide if this information is suitable for their personal situation or seek advice.
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